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No one who has heard the Irish poet Bono sing his songs has any doubt that he is serious about wanting to feel the world like God does. The lyrics of U2 are psalm-like, a cry to the heavens from someone living on the earth, someone seeing and hearing a world full of sorrow and injustice and evil.

“When I look at the world,” it is not the way it is supposed to be, and Bono grieves, lamenting its condition and his own inability to make sense of it all. Burdened but not crushed, he calls out, “I want to feel it like you do!”

Words can be cheap. It is only when words are made flesh that we understand them, that we see what they mean.

Take the word passion, for example. Like the words pathos, empathy, sympathy, compassion, and apathy, it grows out of a Latin word pati, “to suffer.” The Oxford English Dictionary, which offers in its definitions a history of the word, tells the story of passion by beginning with the death and resurrection of Christ. The very definition of the word is bound up historically and etymologically with the suffering of Christ.

So the word compassion is “to suffer with,” while the word apathy is “without feeling, without suffering, without passion.”

Two Words, Two Worldviews

Those two words are at the heart of two worldviews, two stories, and two story-tellers, Tom Wolfe and Mel Gibson. For three decades the one has been America’s best reporter on the unfolding drama of what it feels like to be human, his last novel, A Man in Full, summing up the century and the 1990s. The other is America’s favorite leading man, hero of the best stories that Hollywood has told over the course of his career. This is the Atlanta of the biggest airport in the world, of the 1996 Olympics, of the New South and the New America. “The last great white football player at Georgia Tech,” Charlie Croker at 60 has a far-flung business empire, spanning the continent. But in his greed he overreaches, and his accountant suggests he lop off a venture in California that involves huge frozen food warehouses. To Croker and his accountant, it is only a line item in a very complex budget.

To Conrad Hensley, the last man hired at one of the warehouses, it is his job—and he has a wife and two small children, and no other marketable skills. Going into downtown Oakland in an attempt to address his situation, he gets a parking ticket. Protesting his innocence all the way into court, the judge tells him to either pay the fine or go to jail. Believing himself wrongly accused, he takes imprisonment—leaving his family to fend for themselves.

Preparing for the months of his confinement, he chooses a book from the prison library. But, the wrong book comes! Rather than his choice, he is given the Stoic philosopher Epictetus. Very bright but unschooled, Conrad begins to read, surprising himself with the interest he has in the Greek philosopher’s meditations. In particular he is intrigued with the call for “detachment,” to be someone who knows about the sorrows and pains of the world, but finds within himself the ability to stand clear of them, maintaining his happiness and humanity—which is the goal of life. Apatheia allows one to live in the world without being overwhelmed by it.

It is not a cheap answer. To look unblinkingly at the complex corruptions in the world—in our own hearts and (continued on page 2)
ripping out into the farthest reaches of the universe—and not be crushed by them is very hard. Who wants to take on the wounds of the world?

And so Conrad takes up the Stoicism of Epictetus, whose words ring true, giving light to his path in a very dark place. He finds that through the Stoic virtue of apatheia he can hold onto his humanity in a very inhumane setting, the county jail.

When you see anyone weeping in sorrow… take care not to be overcome by the apparent evil; but discriminate, and be ready to say, ‘What hurts this man is not this occurrence itself—for another man might not be hurt by it—but the view he chooses to take of it.’ As far as conversation goes, however, do not hesitate to sympathize with him, and if need be, to groan with him. Take heed, however, not to groan inwardly too. (The Enchiridion, 16)

It is not a cheap answer.

A year or so ago I had lunch with Wolfe on Capitol Hill. Several of us who had honest interest in the thoughtfulness of his essays and novels sat and talked about wide-ranging topics. At one point I told him that I had read most of his work, enjoyed it very much, and regularly assigned it to my students. And then I told him of the week I spent reading A Man in Full. It is a long story, wonderfully imagined, setting forth a vision of what it means to be a complete human being, fully alive, a man in full.

But then I paused, telling him that I loved it all the way through—until the last 15 pages…. There was an ellipsis in the conversation. He looked across the table, and with remarkable candor said, “I don’t finish my novels very well, do I?”

What could I say? One of the best writers we have, one of the best-selling novelists in history; he doesn’t finish his stories well? But he was right. He had not finished it well; while showing the fundamental flaw of Stoicism at the point of greatest tension in the story, in the end he offers it as an honest answer. Wolfe then continued, “I thought of a Christian conversion, but that’s been done.” Against Epictetus, I groaned inwardly, and thought about Crime and Punishment, Les Misérables, and what might have been. When the lunch was over, he and I talked briefly, and I longed for more conversation—and told him so.

The God Who Knows and Loves at the Same Time

Gibson has told a different story, one which has at its heart the God who sees and hears and feels and acts—and who asks us to be like him.

This is not the God who looks, and looks away, who knows but does not love. Abraham Heschel, the great Jewish scholar, in his penetrating study The Prophets, argues that the God of Israel is the God who sees and hears, and responds; he steps into history with mercy and justice. Pressing his point, he sets forth a Hebrew vision of knowing as the core of the character of God; that when God knows, he feels what he knows, he acts on the basis of what he knows. This God rejoices with those who rejoice, mourns with those who mourn.

Intriguingly Heschel also argues that the prophets were speaking into a Stoic world, where the vision of apatheia provided the path to happiness. How else could one bear the bruises of a broken world? With rare philosophical and theological insight, he reflects upon that question, offering the pathos of God as a more satisfying response.

But, it was into that Stoic world that the prophets spoke, calling the people of God to be like God: loving what God loved, hating what God hated, showing mercy where God requires mercy, justice where God requires justice. And all this profoundly because God sees and hears and feels and acts—and expects his people to be like him.

It is this God, and no other, who became incarnate in Jesus Christ. The justice of God, the mercy of God, are made flesh in his flesh; in his body the Word is made flesh.

One of the great theologians of the early twentieth century was Benjamin Warfield of Princeton Seminary. Given Heschel’s claim about the prophets and Stoicism, it is fascinating that Warfield argued the same point with regard to the gospels, that they too are written into a Stoic world. In his book, The Person and Work of Christ, he sets forth a rich vision of the emotions of God; that in the incarnation we can see God’s compassion, God’s anger, made flesh in the God who is man, Christ.

As he opens windows into the character of God, he stops along the way to ponder the story of Jesus at the tomb of Lazarus (John 11). With piercing insight he explains the text, allowing us to see God weeping and groaning at the death of his friend. But Warfield, while acknowledging the genuine grief of God, makes a critical, line-in-the-sand statement: God is angry at death. Twice the words “he groaned inwardly in spirit” are used. The Greek poets used the same word to describe a war-horse rearing on its hind legs, nostrils flared, charging into battle. Calvin offered the image of “a champion preparing for conflict,” raging against his enemy. Warfield simply says, “It is death that is the object of his wrath, and behind death him who has the power of death…."

For 30 years this has been for me a make-or-break chapter in the Bible. If God is not angry at evil, at sin
and its consequences, then, frankly, I am not interested. The very good news is that justice, mercy, compassion, and anger are made flesh in the passion of Christ. And, it is in that passion that we come to understand the meaning of love, embodied as it is in the death and resurrection of Christ.

My good friend Denis Haack of Ransom Fellowship, editor of Critique, has an unusual ability to read the Word and the world at the same time. Several weeks ago he reviewed The Passion with his characteristic skill, noting both its aesthetic qualities and its theological dynamics. He then told about seeing the film last fall in Nashville at the Art House. Charlie and Andi Peacock had invited Gibson to show the film to their friends, many of whom work in the music industry there. Denis remembers these words of Gibson’s, when asked why he had made the film:

I grew up in a religious home, a Catholic home, but I grew up wild and became a monster. When you are a monster you end up being deeply wounded. All I can tell you is that because of his wounds, my wounds have been healed—and if you think that sounds corny, you should know that I don’t really give a damn.

Not many want to take on the wounds of the world. It is for that reason that on a certain level I respect Stoicism, whether it is the version of Epictetus, or the ways that it has influenced various forms of pantheism, or the very contemporary account that Tom Wolfe offers at the dawn of the twenty-first century. The world with its complex suffering is too much. It is easier to be detached, to hold onto one’s happiness, one’s vision of virtue—and apatheia is the perennial path that makes that possible.

But, while I respect the Stoic vision, it leaves me at a loss too. There is something in making words flesh that draws me, that challenges me to a truer heroism, to a way of being human that allows me to enter into the complexity of the world, full of joys and sorrows, and to make them mine, to feel them fully. The hardest task in the whole world is to know and to love at the same time—from the most personal to the most public realms of my responsibility. That call stretches my soul, and yet it satisfies it too. There is something about that which is more human, more a man in full than Stoicism ever imagined.

Words, Words, and More Words

In the info-glut culture in which we live and move and have our being, words are everywhere. They wait for us in the morning paper, they drone on long after we have gone to bed. But, those who are the most perceptive observers note this strange irony: the more information we have, the less engaged by it we are. With clear exceptions, for most people most of the time, the more we know the less we care.

We feel that we cannot feel so much, because it hurts too much. Our age seems unique in that way, and of course it is. There has never been a moment like ours, with so much to know. But, other sensitive souls in other eras have felt the same pain, looking out at the world. Long before anyone imagined the possibility of the information age, the poet Byron wryly noted, “He who knows the most mourns the deepest.”

The hard truth is that none of us are going to find a world that is different than this one, a world of real good and real evil, of true joy and true sorrow. No one has, no one will. The challenge then is to find a way to really be in it, to live in it fully aware and attentive, and yet not be so shaped by it that we find our capacity to care for it diminished. The global reach of the first-world’s technologies, our media and entertainment networks that literally cover the planet, make it virtually impossible to find a place undisturbed by the reach of the Internet and its windows onto the information superhighway—and that is both blessing and curse.

Not so long ago, Harper’s put it this way in a cover story: “The Numbing of the American Mind: Culture as Anesthesia.” We might call it a sociological stoicism, as it is not because of the philosophers we have read so much as it is in the air we breathe. With a remarkable eye, the author walks through the post-911 world, arguing that a “numbing” of heart and mind takes place simply by taking part in contemporary culture. The ways we connect to the wider world are at the very same time dis-connecting us to it, making us numb to it. We cannot feel so much, because it hurts too much.

For Bono it is his persistent plea in the corridors of the Congress, of the White House and the World Bank, on behalf of those who groan and suffer in the global AIDS crisis—done so with insight, with patience, with courage, with grace—that gives weight to his words, “I want to feel it like you do!” But, it is the life he lives that makes his words honest, as they are words made flesh in imitation of the Word made flesh.

Gibson’s The Passion presents all of us with questions to ask and answer: who are we? why are we here? what is it that matters most? how shall we live? Simply, straightforwardly, he offers us the imitation of Christ. And that has never ever been a cheap answer.
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